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By Robert Harris

Cornerstone, United Kingdom, 2011. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Abridged edition. 144 x 126
mm. Language: English . Brand New. His name is carefully guarded from the general public but
within the secretive inner circles of the ultra-rich. Dr. Alex Hoffmann is a legend - a visionary
scientist whose computer software turns everything it touches into gold. Together with his partner,
an investment banker, Hoffmann has developed a revolutionary form of artificial intelligence that
tracks human emotions, enabling it to predict movements in the financial markets with uncanny
accuracy. His hedge fund, based in Geneva, makes billions. But then in the early hours of the
morning, while he lies asleep with his wife, a sinister intruder breaches the elaborate security of
their lakeside house. So begins a waking nightmare of paranoia and violence as Hoffmann
attempts, with increasing desperation, to discover who is trying to destroy him. His quest forces
him to confront the deepest questions of what it is to be human. By the time night falls over Geneva,
the financial markets will be in turmoil and Hoffmann s world - and ours - transformed forever.
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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